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THE SITUATION:

Brexit will impact the UK 
and global automotive 
industry and cause 
disruption across the 
extended supply chain

•	Prime	Minister	Theresa	May’s	speech	on	17	January	
2017	set	out	the	high	level	plan	of	how	Britain	will	exit	
from	the	EU.

•	The	announcement	mentioned	that	the	UK's	
relationship	with	the	customs	union	could	change,	
indicating	a	‘Hard	Brexit’	is	a	possible	outcome.

•	For	carmakers	a	Hard	Brexit	is	seen	as	the	worst	case	
scenario	–	especially	if	World	Trade	Organisation	
(WTO)	trading	arrangements	become	the	final	
negotiated	result	introduced	in	2019.

•	Automotive	manufacturers	have	very	complex	supply	
chains	that	are	intrinsically	linked	with	the	EU.	They	
are	connected	to	an	extended	network	of	tier	1	and	
tier	2	component	parts	manufacturers,	transport	
companies,	wholesalers	and	dealers	in	more	than	
100 countries	worldwide.

•	The	UK	exported	more	than	1.4 million	cars	and	
commercial	vehicles	in	2016.	In	addition,	the	UK	
automotive	industry	exported	products	worth	over	
£34	billion,	accounting	for	12%	of	the	UK’s	total	
export goods.	

•	The	EU	exported	over	£30	billion	cars	into	the	UK,	
accounting	for	57.5%	of	cars	sold	in	the	UK.

•	Moving	to	WTO	arrangements	could	lead	to	a	
10%	tariff	imposed	on	finished	vehicle	movements	
between	the	UK	and	EU.	And	4.5%	would	be	imposed	
on	component	parts	that	would	have	to	be	absorbed	
by	the	automotive	supply	chain	or	passed	on	
to customers.

•	Any	change	in	tariffs	and	regulations	will	immediately	
impact	the	automotive	supply	chain	and	make	
sourcing	of	assembly	parts	and	distribution	of	finished	
vehicles	more	costly,	forcing	organisations	to	rethink	
their	medium	to	long-term	strategies.

•	Although	the	final	position	is	still	unknown,	what	is	
without	question	is	that	the	automotive	industry	must	
assess	the	impact,	generate	options	and	be	prepared.

PRICE OF THE 
AVERAGE UK 
EXPORTED CAR 
COULD RISE  
BY MORE  
THAN 10% 
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Source: Stats from SMMT, ONS, ACEA and Eurostat
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ANALYSIS
UK	and	EU	automotive	sector	at	a	glance:	
exports from	UK	to	Europe

CARS	AND	COMMERCIAL	VEHICLES
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Finished goods Average	UK	built	car	exported	
to	the	EU	value	of	£20,900.

Finished	car	cost	could	
increase	by	up	to	£1,045	 
per	car.

Finished	car	cost	could	
increase	by	up	to	£2,090	 
per	car.

Components Components	make	up	
approximately	50%	of	the	
car	value,	giving	an	average	
component	cost	of	£10,450.

60%	are	imported	from	the	EU	
with	their	value	being	£6,270.

Components	parts	may	
increase	by	up	to	£157	per	car	
exported	to	the	EU.

Component	parts	may	 
increase	by	up	to	£282	per	 
car	exported	to	the	EU.

Carmakers’ margins Carmakers’	profit	margins	in	
Europe	are	between	5-10%.

An	additional	cost	of	
up	to	£1,202	may	affect	
carmakers’	profitability	per	
car	–	compressing	their	
profit	margins.	Potentially,	a	
proportion	of	the	cost	will	be	
transferred	to	the	consumer.

An	additional	cost	of	
up	to	£2,372	may	affect	
carmakers’	profitability	
per	car,	eliminating	their	
profit	margins.	Potentially,	
a	significant	proportion	of	
the cost	will	be	transferred	
to the	consumer.

WHAT	DOES	THIS	MEAN
A	Hard	Brexit	is	likely	to	increase	the	cost	of	an	average	car	by	£2,000	
and	further	increase	supply	chain	complexity

Finished goods

Components

= Moving towards a free trade agreement Source:	Statistics	from	SMMT	Industry	Facts	report	2016
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SUPPLY	CHAIN
What	impact	will	Hard	Brexit	tariffs	have	on	the	supply	chain?

0% tari� 4.5% tari�

10% tari�

UK SUPPLIERS EU SUPPLIERS

BODY IN WHITE

PAINT

WHOLESALERS

DEALERS

FINAL ASSEMBLY

CUSTOMERS

All painted bodies sourced from the EU 
into the UK for final assembly could incur 
additional trade tari�

BENTLEY/ROLLS ROYCE

FORD/TOYOTA/BMW

Engines built in the UK and exported to the EU 
will incur tari�s driving competitiveness down. 
These will incur additional tari�s if they return 
as finished vehicles into the UK

All supplied components 
sourced from the EU into the 
UK and vice versa could incur 
additional trade tari�s

Transport companies can expect additional 
administration at the port of entry, increasing lead-time 
and forcing OEMs to rebalance stocking policies

Up to a 10% increase in the cost of the vehicle

Dealer margins may be eroded as tari� 
costs are passed down the supply chain. 
Dealers could experience a loss of sales

UK and EU customers could have to pay more 
for their cars £2,000 average per vehicle

Engines assembled in the UK for UK 
assembly plants avoid tari�s 

UK manufactured cars will become 
more advantageous as they feel no 
e�ect of the increase in tari�s
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RESEARCH & 
DEVELOPMENT

COMPONENTS

ENGINE ASSEMBLY

FINAL CAR 
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FORD ENGINES

Specialist skills will be even more 
di�cult to fill. Hard-to-fill vacancies in 
manufacturing have already increased 
from 5% to 35% according to EEF

Cost of components 
sourced from the 
EU will increase

Increase in customs 
administration and 
time, with up to a 4.5% 
increase in engine cost

Momentum in continuous investment 
and production of new engines may be 
lost along with jobs being put at risk

Up to 60% of UK manufactured engines 
are exported to the EU

The addition of tari�s on engines and 
components will increase the overall price 
of the vehicle for the customer or erode 
margin for the end-to-end supply chain

2.5 million engines built in 
the UK in 2016

Components coming from…

Engines distributed to…

Ford manufactured 1.5 million 
engines in the UK, with the factory 
in Dagenham supplying all Ford 
Europe final assembly factories

7,500 jobs in automotive design 
engineering in the UK

0% tari� 4.5% tari�

DISTRIBUTION

CUSTOMERS

Source:	PA	research,	www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-02-06/land-rovers-seen-needing-17-000-price-hike-to-offset-border-tax?cmpid Source:	PA	research,	www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-02-06/land-rovers-seen-needing-17-000-price-hike-to-offset-border-tax?cmpid
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IMPACT
We	see	the	biggest	impact	of	Brexit	on	carmakers	
and component	parts	and	engine	suppliers

The	impact	of	Brexit	will	be	apparent	across	the	
extended	supply	chain:

•	Carmakers	will	have	to	review	their	manufacturing	
and	supply	chain	network	and	investment	decisions	
and	plan	for	scenarios	based	on	extra	tariffs	and	
changes/incentives	on	corporation	tax.	They	will	also	
need	to	increase	back	office	operations	to	manage	
additional	administration.	Restricted	access	to	a	
skilled	workforce	from	the	EU	could	leave	gaps	in	key	
roles.	Component	parts	and	engine	suppliers	will	be	
forced	to	provide	discounts	and	have	to	reduce	costs	
to	maintain	margin.	Some	may	consider	investment	

options	into	the	UK	if	a	long-term	financial	case	is	
valid	–	but	this	is	also	the	case	for	investment	into	
the EU.

•	Logistics	providers	will	face	additional	costs	and	time	
delays	due	to	customs	paperwork	and	customs	valid	
–	but	there	are	also	opportunities	from	other	service	
offerings	such	as	duty	and	tax	services.

•	Dealers	and	end	customers	will	face	higher	prices	
for	vehicles,	longer	lead	times	and	perhaps	fewer	
customisation	options.	

OPTIONS
Life	after	Brexit	for	the	automotive	supply	chain

The	options	for	the	automotive	supply	chain	will	be	
heavily	influenced	by	the	trade	arrangements	the	UK	
negotiates	with	the	EU.	

Alternative	Brexit	models	would	need	to	consider	
decisions	on	tariffs,	movement	of	people	and	whether	
the	UK	will	still	be	part	of	the	customs	union	and	
make	EU	budget	contributions.

We	see	different	scenarios	emerging	depending	on	
the	location	of	the	carmaker	and	its	supply	chain.

Carmakers	or	suppliers	with	substantial	operations	
in	the	UK	with	a	good	UK	market	will	need	to	decide	
whether	to:

•	Invest	in	local	parts	procurement	and	production	to	
offset	increased	import	costs.	They	will	potentially	
increase	automation	to	reduce	costs	–	thereby	
increasing	investment	in	the	UK

•	Re-shore	more	manufacturing	operations	that	are	
outside	the	UK	to	bring	a	boost	to	UK	manufacturing

•	Expand	existing	UK	manufacturing	capacity	and	
undertake	other	operations	originally	outsourced	to	
the	EU

•	Increase	use	of	the	UK	supply	chain	and	
manufacturing	for	UK	production,	and	even	consider	
options	on	completely	knocked	down	(CKD)1.

Carmakers	or	suppliers	with	substantial	operations	in	
the EU,	or	overseas	with	satellite	operations	in	the	UK	
focused	on	exports,	will	need	to	decide	whether	to:

•	Seek	more	business	within	the	UK	if	they	want	to	
maintain	the	investment

•	Move	operations	into	the	EU,	away	from	the	UK,	
at the next	investment	point

•	Commit	future	investments	to	the	UK,	particularly	
if the	UK	plants'	exports	are	primarily	with	the	EU.

EU	carmakers	and	suppliers	who	export	finished	
vehicles	and	components	to	the	UK	will	need	to	
decide	whether to:

•	Increase	prices	to	customers	to	cover	the	costs	of	
any tariffs

•	Expand	local	operations	or	CKD	in	the	UK	–	similar	
to methods	adopted	in	other	countries,	eg	India

Impact of Brexit Margin 
erosion

Added cost 
(extra	tariffs,	
admin	costs)

Longer lead 
times

Higher 
vehicle price

Comments

UK

Carmaker
Automotive	carmakers	and	suppliers	could	
move	production	elsewhere	if	the	EU	
imposes	tariffs	on	UK-made	vehicles.	

UK	government	incentives	in	corporation	
tax	may	lead	component	suppliers	to	
locate	their	operations	in	the	UK	to	avoid	
tariffs	and	improve	agility.

Engine	suppliers	into	the	UK	could	be	
forced	to	relocate	to	the	EU	to	reduce	
price	increases.

Component	 
parts	supplier

Engine	 
supplier

EU

Carmaker
Engine	and	component	suppliers	will	
initiate	cost	reduction	programmes	to	
negate	the	part	price	reductions	driven	
by the	carmakers

To	set	up	operations	in	the	UK	if	they	
want to	continue	to	supply	UK	carmakers	
with	components.

Component	 
parts	supplier

Engine	 
supplier

UK 
EU

Logistics	 
supplier

Brexit	could	have	a	two-way	impact	on	
logistics	providers,	potentially	decreasing	
the	movement	of	goods	but	also	providing	
opportunities	for	duty	and	tax	services.

Dealers	will	face	margin	erosion	as	
they	compete	with	non-tariff	effected	
competitors.	Extended	lead	times	could	
lead	to	lost	sales.	

Dealers

Customers

Source:	PA	research

Impact

Low—High
1	  CKD	is	a	common	automotive	practice	that	involves	delivering	a	car	in	kit	form	to	foreign	markets	for	final	assembly.	This	is	done	for	various	reasons,	

including	avoidance	of	higher	finished	goods	import	taxes,	and	to	gain	tax	breaks	from	the	local	market	for	creating	manufacturing	jobs.
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•	Both	the	EU	and	UK	would	benefit	from	keeping	free	
trade	and	the	supply	chains	unaffected.	Any	tariffs	
would	be	damaging	for	both	sides	based	on	today’s	
complex	supply	chain	arrangements.

•	The	cost	of	moving	to	a	WTO-type	arrangement	
for	mass	market	carmakers	will	be	especially	
challenging	as	their	margins	are	typically	lower.	These	
manufacturers	would	have	to	act	unless	there	are	
separate	incentives.

•	We	think	most	at	risk	are	the	UK-based	engine	plants	
and	vehicle	plants	that	rely	on	exports	to	the	EU.

•	Removal	of	the	customs	union	will	have	an	impact	
on	just-in-time	supplies	and	build	in	sequence	
arrangements	with	inventory	and	lead-time	
implications	for	customers.

•	Increased	tariffs	will	increase	the	price	of	imported	
vehicles	from	the	EU	for	UK	customers.

•	The	extra	uncertainty	comes	at	a	time	when	
automotive	companies	need	to	increase	investment	
in	new	technologies	like	e-mobility,	autonomous	
vehicles	and	the	future	supply	chain.

•	Government	policy	around	incentives	for	investment,	
taxes	and	the	general	business	environment	post-
Brexit	will	also	have	an	impact	on	decision	making.

CONCLUSION

The outcome of Brexit 
negotiations will dictate how 
automotive businesses are 
affected by trade, people 
movement and regulation

If	you	would	like	to	speak	to	one	of	our	experts	to	discuss	this	further,	please	contact:

Tim Lawrence   
Tim.Lawrence@paconsulting.com 
+44	7887	540	276

George Marinos 
George.Marinos@paconsulting.com	 
+44	7841	947	320

Theodoros Tsongidis 
Theodoros.Tsongidis@paconsulting.com	 
+44	7770	908	356
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